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Introduction – Justin Havens

• Varied background – from military/engineering/business to 
therapy!

• Trauma Therapist – 2008 onwards
• Researcher – PhD 2014-2019
• EMDR Consultant in Private Practice
• EMDR Association Board Member

Webinar Objectives

1. Understand the key steps, benefits and 
potential pitfalls of:

• The Dream Completion Technique
• The Flash Technique

2. Understand how to integrate both within 
the 8 Phase EMDR protocol
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But….

It isn’t a comprehensive training in either and I 
would recommend further specific trainings

Also...
• EMDR has a rich history of innovation and 

incorporation of other concepts and ideas 
into the 8 phases…

• Typically EMDR preparation
• Jim Knipe – Loving Eyes
• Andrew Leeds – Resourcing
• April Steele – Imaginal Nurturing

Start with resolving nightmares

Use Flash to take off worst distress 
(if necessary)

Clean up with EMDR processing

…but all within the Framework of EMDR
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What are nightmares?

Nightmares

• Very common with trauma (90%+)
• Explicit questions during intake
• Frequency, severity, type
• Often endure after trauma focused therapy
• Can be targeted with EMDR, but we now 

have other options….

Early Stabilisation

• The objective of the Dream Completion 
Technique is to:
• Stop nightmares and return to peaceful sleep
• Benefits from improved sleep
• Benefits from improved ‘natural trauma 

processing’
• Often used in Phase 2 Preparation (but can be 

used in Session 1!)
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Dream Completion Technique

The basic concept is that you can 
consciously introduce new ideas into a 

dream to stop you being woken up, 
allowing the dream process to continue, 

resulting in peaceful sleep

Simple, but not always easy

My research

http://tiny.cc/stop-nightmares

• Natural process to discharge trauma from brain 
• Evolutionary – survival!
• ‘Reset’ – mind and body
• Interpretation not important – anything can 

happen in a dream
• Extreme emotions normal
• Traumatic dreams - natural response to an 

abnormal event

Sleep and Dreaming
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Broken
sleep 
cycle

Too much 
REM, no 
deep 
sleep!

A nightmare is a ‘stuck’ dream
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Dream Machine

• Purpose

• Malfunction

• Solution

• Consciously create an idea for ‘dream shelf’
• Gets pulled into dream - allows dreamwork to 

complete
• Restful sleep which resets sleep cycle
• Mind relearns its ok to sleep through scary 

dreams
• AND trauma symptoms reduce

Solution = 
Create new idea for dream
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My research

• PhD at Veterans and Families Institute (ARU 2014-
2019)

• Investigated intervention from US psychologist
• Evaluated with groups of veterans with traumatic 

nightmares who attended a 2 hour group session

2016 RCT – Compared Sleep 
Hygiene with DCT (each 2hr)

• 27 sessions held across 
the UK

• 151 veterans

Help for Heroes Recovery Centre

RBL Drop in centres
AF&V Launchpad
Scottish Veterans Residence
Tom Harrison House
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Research Outcomes
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Dream Completion Research in 
the NHS

• Ethical approval just granted in UK IAPT service for 
an RCT to compare standard PTSD treatment with 
and without DCT for those experiencing 
nightmares

• Impact on nightmares, AND, impact on overall
treatment duration and outcome

• Exciting news!

Key Teaching Steps
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1. Understand the clients problem – frequency and severity
2. Show animated video - http://tiny.cc/stopnightmares
3. Check understanding of concept

• Interpreting dream content not important
• Nothing to fear from dream
• Anything is possible – you are in charge

4. Creating idea for dream ‘shelf’ to kick start dream 
• Must feel good
• Unconstrained thinking – sometimes just things that feel great
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Coaching Top Tips
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• If it doesn’t work, create a new more powerful dream 
idea

• If lots of different dreams, work with most recent
• If no dream memory, address emotion or sensation
•Always go for the powerful idea - doesn’t have to 

make sense!
• Tell your clients that if they can fix their nightmares, 

they are getting free (EMDR) therapy every night!

Natural healing through dreams
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Live Demonstration:
Volunteer needed!
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The Flash Technique

• Developed by Dr Phil Manfield (EMDR Trainer)
• 2017 Article in EMDR Journal – Version 1
• UK Trainings from Oct 2018 – Version 2

The Flash Technique

• Brief
• Simple
• Effective
• Non-triggering
• ….technique to reduce the intensity (SUD) of 

trauma memories prior to EMDR processing

The Flash Technique

• Often use Flash in session 1 or 2
• Doesn’t require stabilisation
BUT
• Must be done right!
• Requires care with the most traumatic 

memories
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Key Steps

1. Explain process to client (briefly)
2. Identity target
3. Switch to Positive Engaging Focus (PEF)
4. Instruction for slow BLS and Triple Blinks
5. PEF + 5-8 Triple Blinks
6. Return to target ‘Do you notice any change?’
7. Repeat…

Explain Process

Very little needs to be said!

“A brief and simple process for permanently 
reducing the distress of traumatic memories that 

doesn’t involve talking about or feeling them”

Selecting Target

• More flexible than emdr processing
• The only variable when doing the Flash 

technique
• Don’t encourage talking about target if 

distressing (i.e. SUD’s = 10)
• Just say ‘put it over there’
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Positive Engaging Focus (PEF)

Initially started as positive memories the client 
could hold, or listening to music, or engaging in 

activities such as muscle relaxation
BUT

Evolved into the ‘Conversational PEF’

Checking in with Target

After 5-6 triple blinks, say,
“Lets take a break from that….now when you go 
back to what we started with, do you notice any 

change?”

Post-Flash

Reiterate:
“Important to realise that this is a permanent shift 

and will feel the same in the morning”
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Live Demonstration:
Volunteer needed!

Troubleshooting

1. Is the trauma intruding into PEF?
2. Is the PEF strong enough?
If Flash still doesn’t work, EMDR unlikely to work 
either because the problem is potentially:
1. Blocking belief
2. Feeder memory

Integration with EMDR 
Phase 3 Assessment

1. Seamless switch to EMDR Assessment
2. Important to establish whether any further 

channels of association
3. Process as per standard EMDR protocol
4. Install PC and body scan as usual
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Additional Flash Comments

1. Targeting with Flash can be broader (but may not 
hit all hot spots) – i.e. by time frame

2. For targets with SUD 5-8, several targets can be 
worked on simultaneously

3. Can bypass some avoidance/intellectualisation 
defences

4. You can call it ‘The Blink Technique’ for most 
clients – issues with military/sexual trauma

Integration with EMDR

• Although anecdotal, observation is that that 
DCT tunes the ‘natural trauma processing’ 
engine

• Flash reduces distress so that therapy is not 
exhausting or a roller coaster of emotions

• EMDR processing seems to process smoothly 
and quickly with fewer interweaves

More Research 
Needed!
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Thank you
mail@justinhavens.com
www.justinhavens.com

3rd Dec Webinar – 930-1230 – 3 CPD pts - £50
“Tuning up your EMDR practice”

Case conceptualisation/enhanced processing
Register:  http://tiny.cc/Register-Havens-EMDR
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